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The A1JVISE traffic' infoZ111ation ...ys'tem ha", now
operated z"e.liab.ly for' over' one year on
Canterbury Road, Ne.lbourne, and ha... ...hown
significant fue.l ...avings and stops r'eduction...
with .litt.le change in trave.l time,s. Using tow
truck a.l.location z'ecords and the exi,stinq
accident databa",e, especia.l.ly in the busine",s
hOUI'S aod the even.log, s.lgnJf.icanr r'eduC'ti'on.s
in accident ca.l.ls have been found and, a,s
we.l.l, acc.ident,,, r'e.lative to nearby ar'teria.l
roads az'e r'e<iuced. The fa.l.l i'n accident ca.l.ls
i'.~ uni'foZ7ll a10ng the z'oad, i'a free of ,sea,sona.]
effects, and overa.l.l 1.s ,shown to be 251.
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Communi'ey ,savi'ngs ,show a henefi'tto cost ratio
of over' 20:.l, yie.ldz·ng savz'nqs of $1 to $2
mi'1.1..ion to date and pZ'e.sage commensurate
savinqs if app.lied metropo.lz·s-wi'de.

Fo.l.lowinq a te.lephone ,survey of 800
househo.lds, a detaIled survey of .300 dr'i.ver:s'
fr'Om within these hou...eho.lds was conducted one
year' after the A1JVISE system came i'nto
operation" Re,su.lts of the ,stratified ,survey
z·ndicate that a maJor.ity or' drivers va.Iue the
infoZ111ati'on and the accuracy of data pr'Ovided
and zeport that their dr'i.'vinq change... made in
r'esponse to A1JVISE ar'e po"'iti've and
r'e,spon...ib.le,
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ADVISE DYNAMIC SIGNS

To measure the changes in vehicle performance produced by the ADVISE system, two
instrumented vehicles were operated systematically for similar periods both immediately
before and six months after the installation of the

system. The vehicles were used to 'calibrate' the ADVISE
traffic in either 'Float' or 'Chase' modes as
described in Trayford et al (1987)

The ADVISE dynamic driver-information system consists of a sequence of computer
controlled roadside displays which convey road-user information, i e. optimum through
speed, messages such as 'prepare to stop' warnings and traffic conditions, speed tolerance
limits, and look-ahead distance for the through speed displayed (Fig. I.)

The computation backing the display comes from a short-term database of traffic signal
timings held in the ADVISE computer. It is derived from real time data sent from the
regional traffic management computer This is then used to predict future signal timings
and queue lengths. The regional computer is part of the RCV (Roads Corporation of
Victoria) SCRAM (Signal Co-ordination of Regional Areas of Melbourne) system
covering metropolitan Melbourne

The ADVISE (Advisory Display of Variable Information for Speed and Economy) project
arose from the fuel crisis of the 19705 but in the course of the investigation it was Soon
realised (Reid et al 1985) that potential environmental and safety benefits might be
gained.. Early work in Germany (von Stein 1961) showed traffic flow benefits, but fuel
saving was not investigated until the work of Hammarstrom (1981), Doughty and Trayford
(1982) and Trayford etal (1984) Aftet using Malvern-Waverley Road, Melbourne, for
a series of fuel, time and stop experiments (conducted using instrumented cars with a
sufficiently large group of drivers), described by TrayfOrd et al (1987), suPPOrt was
obtained for a demonstration and public evaluation of the system. Funding was obtained
through a National Energy Research Development and Demonstration Council CNERDDC)
research grant, and the ADVISE system was installed on Canterbury Road, Melbourne,
from Surrey Hills to Mitcham The objective of the demonstration was to quantify the
expected fuel consumption and other environmental benefits, including safety. This
paper describes the results of the demonstration after one year~ reporting measurements
made on the road and the surveyed public response

For 'Float' and 'Chase' conditions, with a total of
512 Before trips and 512 After trips, the number of
stops recorded by the public after the installation
of ADVISE were 12% less than the stops recorded
in the Before condition, while fuel consumption
was reduced by 3 to 4% (normalised against road
traffic volume) and travel time remained constant
When the test cars were driving in the 'Advised'
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ACCIDENT CALL AND ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

TRAYFORO, CROWLE, GRAVES

row TRUCK CALLS ON THE ADVISE SECTION OF CANTERBURY ROAD

226
170

TotalQ4

66
41

Q3

65
49

Q2

45
43
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QI

50
37

Before (Nov. 86 to Nov. 87)
After (Nov. 87 to Nov 88)

Tow truck call allocation data was taken from each quarter of the Before Year' (15 Nov.
86 to 14 Nov. 87) and the After Year (15 Nov 87 to 14 Nov.. 88) On each of the four
corresponding quarters of the After Year there was a fill in the calls to Canterbury Road
Overall this reduction was 31 %, the total calls falling from 193 to 134 (Fig. 2.) The
reduction was consistent along the road covering both the eight major signalised inter
sections and the nine mid-block sections (Fig. 3) For the 10 two-hour periods starting
at 5 30 a m to I L30 p.m dally there was a corresponding reduction each period except
for two peak periods, i e 730 to 930 am (equal) and 530 to 730 p. m (slight increase)
(Fig. 4.).

condition after installation and were compared with 'Float' and 'Cha,e' conditions before
installation, fuel consumption was reduced by 9% for an increase in travel time of 4%,
while the number of stops was reduced by 27% 'Chase' speeds, observed both before
and after installation, show a small decrease which is especially noticeable for speeds
greater than 85 km/h in the 60 speed limit zone (Trayford 1988)

Until recently, f'ttality data was the only means of monitoring short-term accident trends
in Victoria, because of the delays in the preparation of other more comprehensive data
sets For Canterbury Road however, f,ttality data is useless for time periods of the order
of a year because of the low expectation of a fatality in the 10 kilometre section of road
concerned. Haque et at (1987) investigated five data sources with potential for meeting
short-term monitoring requirements and concluded that the tow truck allocation scheme,
as implemented in greater Melbourne and provided as a contract service by the Royal
Automobile Club of Victoria (RACY), gave a consistent data set and had high correlation
with the casualty accident pattern

The greatest reduction was in the business hours (9 30 a m to 3 30 p. m) and the evening
(630 p. m to midnight), which showed a fall of 49% (113 to 58) (Fig 5.) Alternatively,
p.m calls reduced 42% (130 to 75), whereas am. calls were steady (-6%, 63 to 59)
Evening calls were down 55%, (51 to 23) The proportion of weekday to weekend and
public holiday calls on the ADVISE section of Canterbury Road did not change (77%
to 23%) The number of calls between 130 am and 5 30 a m. were too low to be useful
for comparison,

From an examination of the RCV accident database it appears possible that mid-.block
calls not citing Canterbury Road as the first named road may have originated ftom
Canterbury Road.. Re-allocating these calls raises the Canterbury Road set from 327 to
396 and the quarters become

which gives a reduction overall of 25%
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Before Year and Alter Year by Quarters stal1ing 15/11186

Fig.. 2 Taw ttuck damage calls, by quarters

Fig. 3. Iow ttuck damage calls, by location
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Before Year and After Year by Quarters slaning 15111 as
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Business and Evening Hours ., Damage Calls

Damage Calls Before and After by Two How Daily Penoas

Fig. 4 Tow truck damage calls, by two-how periods
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Fig. 5 Tow truck damage calls - business haws and evening
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ACCIDENT DATA AND ANALYSIS

• measured at or near the Springvale Road crossing of each control road

577
1336
473

1520

Annual travel

(veh km x 107)

48850
52000
20000
44400

Mean daily
two-way volume*

(vehicles)(km)

324
704
648
938

Length

Doncaster Road
Maroondah Highway
High Street Road
Canterbury Road

Arterial road

Statistical tests using a generalised linear model based on the Poisson distribution show
that the tow truck data has a significant reduction at the 5% level from the Before to the
After Year' and that this reduction is free of seasonal effects There were also significant
effects due to major time periods of the day, i.e a.m peak, business hours, p.m peak
and the evening.

In contrast to the above, the total metropolitan tow truck calls increased 3 5% (approx
43000 to 44 500), while traffic volume on Canterbury Road rose 10% for the period of
the after on-road study As traffic volume on the nearest arterial to Canterbury Road,
i e. Maroonday Highway, rose only 5% in the same period, this suggests that diversion
due to ADVISE was not a problem.

Although tow truck allocation calls are complete, in contrast to accident database records
which Jag from 3 to 12 months, the accident database gives a truer indication of personal
injuries, especially pedestrian and motorcyclist To overcome the lag in the RCV accident
database, data from three parallel arterial control roads in the vicinity were obtained for
the Before Year and the After Year Sections free of recent road works and similar in
length to Canterbury Road were chosen The volume data are typical of Before and
After Year conditions

ADVISE DYNAMIC SIGNS
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There is a suggestion from recent RTA data that a tightening of accident compensation
requirements has increased the number of accidents reported to police (and RTA) from
mid-I987 by the order of 15% However, the use of other roads in examing the accident
data controls this effect

The data were analysed in quarters by five daily periods, and also in quarters by
accident (Personal Injury, PI, and Property Damage, PD). Table I shows the all.·ac"id"nl
data by quarters, and Table 2 shows the combined business hours and evening ac"id"nts.

On all roads, accident numbers have increased but from these data it was c~~::;:::,~
the number of accidents in the year after activation of ADVISE minus the r
accidents in the year before ADVISE was significantly less (5% level) in Ca,ote,:'bwry
Road compared to Doncaster Road or Maroondah Highway The difference was
ularly noticeable for the business hours and evening periods when ADVISE
deemed most effective There was no significant difference between Canterbury
and High St Road.
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Table I All accidents by quarters

Before-Year Afler-Year

QI 2 3 4 Ibtal QI 2 3 4 Total

Doncaster 18 16 33 23 90 34 30 31 25 120
37 48 54 54 193 39 56 66 67 228

St 15 28 37 27 107 21 29 27 24 IQI

70 92 124 IQ4 390 94 115 124 116 449

47 33 53 52 185 40 35 57 39 171

Iable 2 Business and evening period accidents by quarters

Before-Year After-Year

Ql 2 3 4 Total QI 2 3 4 Total

9 IQ 20 17 56 21 17 22 I7 77
21 34 32 30 117 30 35 35 38 138

8 19 30 17 74 12 21 21 12 66

38 63 82 64 247 63 73 78 67 281

29 21 34 35 119 22 19 25 20 86

\II-acc,id,:nts increased 15.1% on the other roads but reduced 70% on Canterbury Road.
business hours and evening periods combined, all-accidents increased 13.8%,

Cante,bllIv Road reduced by 269%, making an even larger difference between
;!lIlterbury and the nearby arterial roads.. It is possible that the severity of injuries in the

hours and evening is normally greater than that in the peak periods: for instance,
of the nine fatalities quoted below occurred in a peak period, five occurred in

bu:sinl~ss hours, two in the early morning and one in the evening, Ihis could be
investigating. From Table 3 the PI accidents cm the otherroads increased 325%
on Canterbury the increase was only IQ 8%, a relative change of (1325/1108) _ I,

in favour of Canterbury Road

data ar·e normalised in t=s of accident exposUI'e per IQ JItiIlion vehicle
IptIletr'es, it can be seen that the roads other than Canterbury carried a much higher

and the differences increased in the year after ADVISE was introduced (Tables
6).
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Table 3 Personal injury accidents (including fatal) by quarter

Before-Year After'Year'

Ql 2 3 4 Total QI 2 3 4 Total

DoncasteI 5 6 16 9 36 II 19 12 14 56
Maroondah 17 18 23 22 80 18 22 23 28 91
High St 6 13 11 II 41 8 12 14 17 51

28 37 50 42 157 47 53 49 59 208

Canterbury 20 15 16 23 74 16 20 29 17 82

Table 4 All accidents, exposure per 10 million vehicle-kilometres

BefOIe After Relative
change per' cenr

Doncaster 156 208
Maroondah 144 171
High St 226 214

Mean 1'75 198

Canterbury 12.2 113
Difference (434%) (752%) 222

Table 5 Business hours and evening, exposure" per 10 million vehicle-kilometres

Before After' Relative
change per cent

Doncaster 181 249
Maroondah 164 193
High St 29.2 261

Mean 212 234

Canterbury 146 107
Difference (45.2%) (1l87%) 504

" Calculated using business and evening fraction on Canterbury Road, 0535
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savings from ADVISE can be identified as those due to fuel, stops and accident
9tion.

181

Relative
change per cent

Before After

Doncaster 62 97
Maroondah 60 68
High St 87 108

----
Mean 70 9.1

Canterbury 49 54
Difference (42.9%) (687%)

BY ACCIDENT CATEGORY

~tt:raffic data show that a minimum of 34 200 vehicles per weekday travel along
eJ."bury Road through the two lanes each way at Elgar Road.. Extrapolating for the

of the road and factoting by 6 for the weekly total and by 52 for the year yields
lIliJlion trips.. Even at the present saving of 3 5%, derived from car'-following

ents, using I litre offuel per trip on the 8.5 km ADVISE section, and with fuel
jler litre, this yields $186 732.

Table 6 Personal injury (including nine fatal on Doncaster and Maroondah),
exposur'e per 10 million vehicle-kilometres

similll1' roads in the After Year' which formerly had a high exposure, became
or for one case, a little better; Canterbury Road which was comparatively safe,

came safer:

ese results appear consistent with the usability affottled by the ADVISE system, le
visibility at night and opporrnnity to use the system in the business and evening

\ITs but not as much in the peak periods

7 shows the three year before data compared to the after year for combined
persona/injury and property damage.. The extra years allowed a significance test with two
de!:r<"os of freedom on the accident category breakdown for both business hours and all

periods.. Six major sub-divisions covering all the codes listed in the RT;A. accident
dal:ab:ose were chosen. The tests indicate one significant fall in the business hours for
rem'""n,u accidents on Canterbury Road (at the 5% level for Personal Injuries) while at the

time for the other roads (Doncaster, Maroondah and High Street) two categories
f accidents, other multi-vehicle and single vehicle, rose significantly (10% level)
erman experience with dynamic advisory systems, in Dusseldorf in pll1ticular, had

dy pointed to a reduction in rear"end accidents (Kaemmerer 1985, Pers. Comm ).
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Table 7. Accident type changes from before (three yems) to after (one yem)
Combined property damage and personal injury

Other three roads Canterbury Road ADVISE

BefOre After change Sig. Before After change Sig

3 yem level 3 year level

mean 87/88 % mean 87/88 %

Business hours
Pedestrian 121 123 16 19 21 88

Adj manoeuvre 218 206 -55 76 63 -171

Rttutn 288 306 63 132 125 ·5.1

Rear end 416 419 07 181 94 -482 *10%

Other multi 310 406 311 10% 126 125 -0.7

Single 141 270 919 10% 60 63 49

Total 1493 1730 159 593 490 -174

All daily periods
Pedestrian 284 279 -17 36 50 389

Adj. manoeuvre 537 596 111 225 242 72

Rtturn 824 843 23 360 355 -14

Rem' end 1046 105.7 11 477 452 -52

Other multi 729 1099 507 10% 293 352 203

Single 447 615 375 217 252 161

Total 3867 4489 161 1610 1710 63

Notes
Yem stmts on 15 November:
Business homs - 9 00 to 330 weekdays, 900 to 630 weekends

• Approximately 10% uncoded (unknowns) mainly from 1986/87 before year,

distributed in proportion, result in fractional entries
Significance test, Students t, 2 df

* For Personal Injmies, significant at the 5% level

Cm maintenance savings from stop reductions are estimated at 3c per stop, discussed in
Reid et at (1985), and with one stop saved per trip yields $320 100 (0.03 * 10 67

million).

Emly figures showed that ADVISE saved 59, or alternatively 56, tow truck allocation
requests in the first yem: Given no other road measures on Canterbmy Road, a rise of 6
could have been expected, based on the increase in traffic volume Taking the 59 requests
and using estimates based on assumptions set out in the Appendix, these saved requests
can be converted into dollm savings. Each request represents a number of tow trucks
attending (mean 1.37) and a probability of fatalities, injmies and property damage,

including vehicle damage
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From the Tbw Truck Allocation Scheme area data the nominal number of tow trucks
allocated on calls in the larger area Melbcwne Statistical Division (MSD) can be
estimated For 1987 this was 43 000109, ie 47778

From the pampWet 'How Much do Road Accidents Cost?' put out by the Commonwealth
Bweau of Transport and Commwtication Economics (BTCE) and RTA data, using the
assumptions detailed in the Appendix, the number and cost of fatal, injwy and property
damage road accidents is known For Australia this annual loss is estimated to be
$5.7 billion. Half is attributed to the loss of economic expectation of the victim and to
pain and suffering while the other half is set against accident generated activities,
including emergency services, health care, legal and other on-going costs Using the
number of fatal accidents in the MSD for 1987 (a reliable figw'e), the number and cost
of accidents in the MSD can be calculated Given the number of allocation requests the
community cost per call can be obtained and applied to the ADVISE section of
Canterbwy Road (Table 8)

Table 8 Co=unity cost of an Allocation Request Call in Melbowne
(Sowces: 1987 BrCE and RCV data on accidents and associated costs)

Accident Australia Av.. cost Melbowne Requests' Cost!
category number thousand number call

Fatal 2955 $450 327 1066 $ 4225
Major 11956 92 1980 17.6 5271
Minor 219000 10 38638 169 11548
Property damage 973000 U 47778 073 1507

Total $22969

e g.. 47778/(1.37 x 327) = 106..6

a reduction of 59 requests in the flIst year this yields $1 355 171, i.e. $135 million

total savings are: Fuel $ 186732 100%
Stops $ 320100 17.2%
Accidents $1 355 171 72.8%

Thllll $1 862000 100%

for the 85 km of the ADVISE section, $219 000 per km.

direct cost of the ADVISE installation was in the vicinity of $280 000 and it has an
maintenance cost of $25 000. The total yearly cost of Canterbwy Road ADVISE

ten years is of the order of: Capital $28 000, Interest $28 000 and Maintenance
000, totalling $81 000, ie a benefit of $186 million - $81 000, equalling $1779

a year:. This gives a benefit to cost ratio of 23:1

res:ear:ch costs of ADVISE are cwrently about $4 million and should not be solely
off against the demonstration system on Canterbwy Road Even so the research

be paid back within tIJI'ee years of operation ($4 million/$1 78 million < 3)
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As the market approaches the size of Melbourne with its 3600 kilometres of arterial
roads, this one-off research cost becomes a small part of the overall 10-year Cost of $340
million ($9529 * 3,600 = $34 million/year).. That is, the $4 million becomes a little over
1% of the IO-year cost and for larger markets becomes insignificant The above benefit
to cost ratio still applies

If the ADVISE system were to be installed Melbourne-wide, then for the 3600 km of
arterial roads in Melbourne at a benefit of $178 milIion/8.5 = $209 294 per km this
yields $750 million per year For Australia, the figure can be increased by at least three
i e $2.25 billion '

ROAD USER SURVEY: PURPOSE AND DESIGN

A road-user survey and questionnaire were designed to quantify public attitudes to the
ADVISE system It was specifically designed to fmd out how drivers reacted to the
appearance, content, and visibility of the signs.. The ability of the drivers to use the
displayed information was queried, and any changes in driver behaviour or attitudes
were sought

User Survey Method

Initial contact with people living in the suburbs surrounding the test road was through
random selection of telephone numbers. The questions asked during the telephone
interview were sufficient to categorise the users of the test road into groups according
to age, sex, and driving frequency of the test road. In particular the respondents were
asked if they would participate in a more detailed study

From the 800 completed telephone interviews, 300 users were selected for detailed
interview, keeping the numbers of respondents in each analysis categoty approximately
equal The interviews were conducted by professional interviewers who were fully
briefed in both questionnaire content and interview technique. Interviews were conducted
in the last quarter of 1988, approximately one year after the ADVISE system was
installed

User Survey Analysis and Results

The first group of questions deliberately dealt with matters only indirectly concerning
the CanterbUty Road ADVISE system. From them the following was elicited:

The response of users was the same in each road use frequency category

In terms of kilometres travelled per year by the surveyed drivers, there was a broad
representation over a wide range from under 5000 to over 30 000

• On a list of Canterbury and six other major arterial roads in the vicinity, only
CanterbUty was believed by a majority to be linked (by 70%), other roads scoring from
27% for Doncaster (fi.llly linked), Blackburn (20%), Middleborough (16%), Warrigal
(14%), Elgar (13%), and High St Road, Ashburton (7%) (all partially linked). All the
signals on these roads were under the central control of the regionallIaffic system
computers,
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i.e" 77% of first preferences agreed with the objectives of ADVISE as against the
23% who wished to save time"

23%

42%
39%
19%

Saving time
As against

Driving 46%
Newspapers/magazines 19%
Television 10%
Advertising (daily and local press) 9%
Radio 8%
Information pamphlet 8%

Moving to questions that wer'e directed at the system display it was first asked whether
they were noticeable and if they were distracting and of the right size A clear' majority
was obtained in favour of the designed display for the following three questions"

Noticeable 81%
Not distracting 91%
Right size 74%

Turning to the accuracy of the traffic intensity information at the top of the sign, the
respondents were divided in opinion" (During the course of development, including
the period of the survey and beyond, a steady program of improvement has been
carried out on the software providing better accuracy)

Accurate
Bottierline
Inaccurate

and with respect to road signs Iwo out of three of all respondents preferred overhead
signs (as used by ADVISE),

When asked their first preference in tenus of four driving objectives, a clear majority
were in favour' of objectives espoused by the ADVISE system

Comfortable speed 38%
Saving stops 26%
Saving petrol 13%

When asked how traffic information could best be delivered to the drivel, a majority
were in favour of mad signs as against radio or specialised in-car means,

Road signs 54%
Radio 35%
In-car 11%

The rest of the questions were directed at features of ADVISE and/or attitudes to driving
on Canterbury Road

• Knowledge of ADVISE was primarily obtained by driving down the road Media
and advertising were relatively ineffective except for articles and stories read in the
print media,
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Asked about the size of the speed infOtmation 94% thought that it was slightly too
small (as distinct from much too small, about right and too big)

Some 89% ofrespondents had tried to follow the speed information at some time
with 44% trying on the last occasion they drove along Canterbury Road. A total of
63% of drivers had used the system more than 10 times

63%
71%
50%
NA

Dtivers used the system slightly more frequently in MEDIUM traffic conditions (as
defined by the display) than at other times

LIGHT
MEDIUM
HEAVY
DELAYS

In reply to usage, 77% replied that they had used the traffic intensity infOtmation,
and, a sepatate question, 77% claiming the infotmation was of value

Regarding the speed information, a majOtity said they had changed their driving in
response to ADVISE

Changed speeds 73%
Driven mOte carefully 42%

ADVISE DYNAMIC SIGNS

Asked if ADVISE affected the number of stops, the replies were:
Reduced 69%
No change 25%
Increased 6%

Questions on the minimum speed display desired did not state the alternative fOt lowet
speeds which are either PREPARE TO STOP or 'blank' ADVISE cannot 'taise' a
minimum speed as the advised speed is a propetty of the rime-distance geometry of
the traffic control system and only the mirtimum and maximum (set in this case by
the speed limit) can be controlled However, given this deficiency in the question, the
majority of respondents wanted the minimum in both speed zones (60 and 75) taised
10 km/h, i e from 30 to 40 and from 40 to 50 This would have the effect of increas
ing the rime PREPARE TO STOP was displayed in many cases to some 60 or 70%
of the cycle (but would also improve the overall rime the PREPARE TO STOP was
accUI'ate) 'Blank' is discounted as an option as it conveys no information and thus
lessens credibility. In shor!, the higher the imposed minimum the less infOtmation is
conveyed to the driver and the smaller are the number of driving options available

• A majOtity of drivers (61 %) said they did not speed up from their CUI'rent speed on
seeing a low ADVISE speed, 14% said they did speed up, contrary to the advice

• Some 90% repOtted they valued the speed advice

With PREPARE TO STOP, 75% said they ar·e awar·e of the display and 80% thought
it was big enough.. As to accuracy, 83% believed it to be accurate and 87% slowed
down on seeing PREPARE TO STOP. Conversely a similar majOtity did not go faster,
An encouraging 94% valued the PREPARE TO STOP message ( 48% said, 'great
value')
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FDr the distance informatiDn, 70% thDught the size was large enDugh: the informatiDn
was used by half the respondents and 89% valued the information (29%, 'great value')
A minority had not noticed the distance information or did nDt know the meaning
intended,

Most respondents had not noticed the range dDts or thought them too small or did nDt
know the meaning, It seems DbviDus that they should be made 50 to 100% larger in
size before drivers can make use Df the information

Regarding the speed limits on Canterbury Road (60 and 75 kmIh), drivers were
divided between accepting the present limits (63%) and wanting the limit raised a
little higher (by 10 kmIh?) (29%) leaving only 8% wanting greater variatiDn"

~p,oeOLS, importantly those excessively higher than the speed limit, have shDwn a small
de,crease since the advent of ADVISE., Fuel cDnsumptiDn is reduced 3 to 4%, stops are

and travel time is not significantly changed An increase in the use Df the road has
Dbserved

of seasonal effects, and uniformly along Canterbury Road, tow truck calls have been
reduce:d by 25%, comparing the Before Year to the Mter Year:, Calls in the business and
ev"niIlg periods have reduced by almDSt half,

:Acdd:enI:s, especially thDse occurring in the business hours and the evenings, are shDwn
significantly less on Canterbury Road after ADVISE was introduced compar'ed la

nearby major parallel arterial roads" Personal injury accidents are shown tD have
less on Canterbury Road than on other similar roads, On an accident expDsure
Df vehicle-kilometres, Canterbury Road is shown to be a comparatively safe road
has become safer after ADVISE, whereas other similar' nearby roads having a
exposure have become wOrse or, in one case, only a little better:

three before years of accident category data and cDmparing the after year, rear
acc:idems ar'e shown to have significantly decreased on the Canterbury Road

section In contrast, on three other' nearby parallel arterial roads, using their
()Illbir'ed data, single vehicle accidents and multi-vehicle accidents (Dther than rear'end

adjiac,ont manoeuvre categories), ar'e shown to have increased significantly

)§lIlln,unity cost savings from ADVISE, taking into account the fuel, maintenance, and
call figures, show a benefit to cost ratio of over 20: I, yielding savings Df $1 to

la date: they point to Melbourne-wide savings of $750 million per year if
for the whole metropolis"

corlcl11de:d from the user sUlvey that a substantial majority of drivers are in
of ADVISE, in that they use and value the traffic intensity, through speed and

EPA.RE TO STOP information Further, they indicate that the driving changes they
response to the information are in a respDnsible and positive dilection
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These results appear consistent with the usability afforded by the ADVISE system, i. e.
good visibility at night and opportunity to use the system in the business and evening
hows but not as much in the peak periods.
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APPENDIX
ASSUMJYIIONS FOR ACCIDENT COSTS USING BTCE DATA

I The ratio of metropolitan fatalities to accidents whete a fatality occUtred is in the
same proportion as that for the whole of Victotia

2 Victotian injUties are in the same propottion to Australia as are deaths due to road
accidents

3 MelboUtne injUties ar'e in the s":"le propottion to Victotia as ar'e injury accidents

4 MelboUtne property damage accidents are in the same propottion to Australia as are
injwies
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